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ABSTRACT

This work presents findings and mitigations on an understudied issue, which we term shrinkwrapped clones, that is endemic to the npm software package ecosystem. A shrinkwrapped clone is a package which duplicates, or near-duplicates, the code of another package without any indication or reference to the original package. This phenomenon represents a challenge to the hygiene of package ecosystems, as a clone package may siphon interest from the package being cloned, or create hidden duplicates of vulnerable, insecure code which can fly under the radar of audit processes.

Motivated by these considerations, we propose UNWRAPPER, a mechanism to programmatically detect shrinkwrapped clones and match them to their source package. UNWRAPPER uses a package difference metric based on directory tree similarity, augmented with a prefilter which quickly weeds out packages unlikely to be clones of a target. Overall, our prototype can compare a given package within the entire npm ecosystem (1,716,061 packages with 20,190,452 different versions) in 72.85 seconds, and it is thus practical for live deployment. Using our tool, we performed an analysis of a subset of npm packages, which resulted in finding up to 6,292 previously unknown shrinkwrapped clones, of which up to 207 carried vulnerabilities from the original package that had already been fixed in the original package. None of such vulnerabilities were discoverable via the standard npm audit process.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION

The security and correctness of code stored in package repositories is an important concern because such repositories are crucial to modern software infrastructure. Indeed, language-based package repositories such as npm, pypi, and RubyGems collectively serve billions of packages each week [39]. Much of the popularity of package repositories is due to the package manager frontend, which allows a user to easily import a package by issuing a simple install directive on the command line. While seamless import of external code is convenient, it also creates problems: developers tend to assume code to be reliable rather than vetting prior to import [6], and once a package is imported, latent bugs and vulnerabilities become part of the final application. Importing the “wrong” package may cause significant supply-chain security issues [17].

This work presents findings and mitigations on an understudied issue within the npm package repository1, which we term shrinkwrapped clones. We use this term to refer to packages which are uploaded to a package repository and contain code that is identical, or nearly-identical, to that of an existing (legitimate) package. Specifically, we discover two types of clones: (i) identical clones, which contain source code that is identical to that of an existing package, and (ii) close clones, which make potentially significant syntactic/semantic changes to the code, but generally localized to a small number of files (we refine this definition in the following). This phenomenon is characteristic to npm, as this ecosystem lacks the notion of forks, by which we mean copy code repositories that explicitly link back to their source repositories (as is common for example in GitHub [2]). Instead, shrinkwrapped clones in npm cannot be explicitly linked back their source packages since npm lacks official mechanisms for forking packages.

The phenomenon of shrinkwrapped clones represents a challenge to the hygiene of package repositories; in particular, it contributes to the problem of confusability of npm packages. npm contains more than 1.7 million packages, and while the ecosystem provides a robust search interface, it provides no assistance in choosing the most appropriate package to provide a desired functionality. Previous work on typosquatting attacks [39] suggests that it is fairly common for developers to install a package different from the one they intended.

Clones exacerbate these problems. Most obviously, a clone package causes confusion, as clone packages are oftentimes named similarly to the original package, and in many occasions they also reuse their metadata (such as the package description). Users of the package repository may thus misattribute the provenance of a package, giving credit to the wrong developer for creating a particular codebase. However, we also find that a non-trivial number of clone packages are rarely maintained and fail to include updates to the package being copied. The users of the clone are thereby locked into older versions of functionality and, crucially, forgo any bug fixes that are applied to the package being cloned. In effect, the users of the clone are subject to vulnerabilities which have already been patched. Moreover, clones can exist deep within package dependency trees, which means that installing a package that (transitively) depends on a clone also implicitly installs

1We choose npm as our repository of interest because it is the largest and most popular.
that clone via npm’s automated dependency resolution mechanism. For these reasons, a user may be unaware that they have downloaded a clone, wherein vulnerability disclosures fail to propagate, because there is no facility in npm to link a clone to the package that has been cloned.

In this work, we study the scope and impact of shrinkwrapped clones. Detecting shrinkwrapped clones presents several challenges. First, there is no agreed-upon standard on what extent of code-reuse constitutes a code clone [21, 22, 25, 29, 30, 38]. Second, close clones - i.e., clones that make changes to the original package - exhibit local but complex syntactic modifications (e.g., translating CommonJS syntax to ES6). Thus, they are incompatible with many existing clone detectors, which focus on the insertion and deletion of statements [25, 29] (we further review related work in Section 6). Finally, in order to determine whether a package clones any other, the package must be compared to the entirety of npm, which leaves limited to no time for any form of code analysis. We address these challenges with a parametrizable heuristic designed for pairwise package comparison. The heuristic defines shrinkwrapped clones via a tunable file-granularity syntactic distance threshold. With this approach, any two packages whose distance is below the threshold are considered close clones, or identical clones if the distance equals one (we discuss strategies for tuning the threshold in Section 3).

As an added benefit of this heuristic, we propose UNWRAPPER: a mechanism to detect when a package is a clone of another more popular package. Explicitly linking a clone to the package from which it came has several benefits. It enhances the provenance information of packages, restoring the connection to the originators of the package. Furthermore, it allows users to avoid clone packages, preventing them from unwittingly using a less-maintained copy of a codebase and directing them to the original. Finally, users can be made aware of any vulnerabilities that may have been reported in the original version of the package. Thus, our approach constitutes a turnkey solution, suitable for operating over the package repository with no manual intervention.

Overall, our work makes the following contributions:

- We identify and characterize the problem of shrinkwrapped clones in the npm package repository.
- We propose UNWRAPPER, a technique to check when a package is a shrinkwrapped clone of any other package.
- We evaluate UNWRAPPER and find that it is effective in practice to identify shrinkwrapped clones with reasonable time and space overhead (the majority of packages can be compared to the existing 20M package set for clones in 72.85 seconds using off-the-shelf hardware).
- We report our findings based on the analysis of a subset of npm. Our analyses identified up to 6,292 clones. Up to 2159 relied on vulnerable, outdated dependencies. Furthermore, up to 207 clones directly incorporated vulnerabilities which were not discoverable via the npm audit process.

Additionally, we publicly release our code and supporting data, freely distributed via the Open Science Framework [5]:

https://osf.io/jfk3n/?view_only=6f930d1de8704a26903540f75982bfff

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews background material. Section 3 provides technical details of the clone detection methodology. We describe results of our experiments in Section 4, and discuss our findings in Section 5. We review related work in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 npm

npm consists of a package manager and a repository for software developed for the Node.js environment. npm is the largest online language-based software ecosystem [41]; it contains millions of publicly available packages and weekly download counts range from hundreds of millions to billions. Similar to other package management tools, the primary goal of npm is to simplify third-party code reuse by managing software dependencies. When a user issues the npm install command, the front-end constructs a tree of all required dependencies and then installs each package within the tree without the need for user involvement. npm allows packages to be downloaded freely (either directly or as dependencies of another package), and allows new packages to be uploaded without any external moderation. However, the maintainers have a security team whose goal is to detect and remove explicitly malicious packages, either via internal analysis or by collecting external reports [31].

2.2 Versioning and Forking

Development in npm is characterized by fast-evolving code and extensive code reuse via import of external dependencies, even for trivial functionality [6]. To help prevent breakage in a package due to the evolution of its dependencies, npm automatically freezes dependencies within a compatible version range, and further allows developers to specify exact dependency versions via a process known as shrinkwrapping. Using this feature guarantees that dependencies will always be fetched at the version they were originally imported. However, npm offers no official support for developers wishing to modify a third-party package prior to importing it. In other words, there is no explicit concept of a fork as in other ecosystems such as GitHub [2]. As such, developers seeking to modify an existing package must download, alter, and then republish the modified package under a new name. For this reason, modified packages on npm are difficult to detect; to make matters worse, when a package is manually duplicated, information attached to that package is lost. Critically, this lost information includes both the original version history and any known vulnerabilities associated to the original package (typically retrievable via npm audit). Thus, the act of duplicating a package implicitly hides

---

2 npm packages contain a unique-per-package metadata file which limits package distance to a minimum of 1.
we did observe that in many cases duplicates are exact copies.

The goals of our work are (i) to measure how frequently developers duplicate—and potentially modify—third-party package version of `npm-registry-fetch` developers make duplicates, and in some cases developers make shrinkwrapped clones; we describe our approach in detail in Section 3, and further discuss our findings in Section 4.

2.3 Shrinkwrapped Clones

The goals of our work are (i) to measure how frequently developers duplicate—and potentially modify—third-party packages into one of their packages; (ii) to determine whether this process can have negative security implications; and (iii) to devise techniques for identifying the “missing link” between duplicate npm packages and the original package. One question we do not investigate is why developers perform such duplication; as this would require making inferences or assumptions about developers’ intentions and goals. However, we did observe that in many cases duplicates are exact copies of the original package; therefore, including a duplicate accomplishes the same result as shrinkwrapping the original package at the duplicated version. It is for this reason that we refer to these packages as shrinkwrapped clones. An example includes the package `redux-form-v6`, which is an exact copy of `redux-form` at version 6.4.3.

While we use shrinkwrapped clones as an umbrella term for all duplicates, we also note that in some cases developers make small functional changes to duplicate code prior to republishing. A manual review of such cases reveals that in the large majority of cases the developer intends to remove functionality (as in the case of `@evocateur/npm-registry-fetch`), which is near-identical to `listr-verbose-renderer` but disables logging) or to implement programmer preferences (`@xtuc/ieee754` is a clone of `ieee754` but reconstructed using CommonJS syntax rather than ES2015 syntax).

The observation above warrants further analysis: to what extent should modifications made to a package cause a duplicate to not be considered a clone? Rather than addressing the question above—which cannot be answered quantitatively—we empirically define a difference metric and a threshold below which two packages are labeled as clones. We provide details on metric and threshold in Section 3, and further discuss our findings in Section 4.

2.4 Vulnerabilities Introduced by Clones

As described in Section 1, shrinkwrapped clones can carry latent vulnerabilities from the time of their creation. One such example is present in the `@evocateur/npm-registry-fetch` package, which is a clone of the `npm-registry-fetch` package. Versions of `npm-registry-fetch` prior to version 4.0.5 contain a sensitive data exposure vulnerability in which private information such as password values are written to stdout and log files [?]. The vulnerable code snippet is depicted in Listing 1, and the relevant patched code snippet that fixes the vulnerability is depicted in Listing 2, and the version 3.9.1, which contains the known sensitive data exposure vulnerability. Although `@evocateur/npm-registry-fetch` has received two minor updates since it was first published, none of these updates fix the sensitive data exposure vulnerability that still remains in the package’s codebase.

2.5 Scale of npm Analysis

Table 1 describes the total size of npm in terms of packages, versions, and storage. It is a nontrivial problem to individually analyze millions of package versions, accounting for over 13 terabytes of package data in total. As such, we focus our efforts on caching metadata and applying heuristics to analyze such metadata at scale. This metadata-based approach is consistent with ongoing industry efforts to analyze large-scale open source package repositories such as the Package Feeds [4] and Kritis [3] projects. We believe that our metadata-based approach is efficient and sufficient in detecting shrinkwrapped clones; we describe our approach in detail in Section 3, and

Listing 1: Vulnerable code snippet present in unpatched versions of `npm-registry-fetch` and in the most up-to-date version of `@evocateur/npm-registry-fetch`

Listing 2: Nonvulnerable code snippet present in patched versions of `npm-registry-fetch`
we provide justification for the effectiveness of this approach in Section 4.

3 UNWRAPPER DESIGN

Based on our observations described in Section 2, we design UNWRAPPER to identify instances of shrinkwrapped clones that exist within npm. In this section, we describe our goals for this tool and how our design meets those goals.

3.1 UNWRAPPER Assumptions and Goals

At a high level, we are interested in identifying instances of packages that are similar to another known package. Furthermore, we also intend to propose practical techniques to identify these objects at ecosystem scale. We assume that while a developer may fail to explicitly acknowledge the source of a shrinkwrapped clone, no attempt is made to obfuscate similarity at the code level. This assumption is based on the lack of incentive to do so; most npm package code is provided under permissive licenses which allow reuse [24], and there is no direct negative consequences for code duplication.

We envision UNWRAPPER being used to retroactively detect shrinkwrapped clones that are already present in npm, restoring the provenance of the package code. Using UNWRAPPER in this way allows users of npm to detect whether packages that they depend on are shrinkwrapped clones and to suggest the original package that they may prefer. We also envision UNWRAPPER being used to proactively detect if a new package being added to npm is a clone at the time it is published.

The popularity of npm makes analysis challenging – the number of existing packages already in the repository is significant. Furthermore, we observe that a key problem with shrinkwrapped clones is that they are clones of non-current versions of other packages. Thus, UNWRAPPER needs to match any package of interest against the entirety of the npm ecosystem, including all versions of all packages. Additionally, approximately 850 new packages are uploaded daily to npm [15]. UNWRAPPER must remain able to process all new packages without slowing down their deployment.

3.2 Design Overview

Based on the discussion above, we design UNWRAPPER with the goal of being able to scale with the growth of a repository; it must be relatively fast and lightweight in its analysis and be capable of running in an environment separate from the repository itself. The overall UNWRAPPER pipeline is depicted in Figure 1. Packages are initially acquired using an npm crawler and listener (module 1 in Figure 1). The task of determining whether a package is a clone of another is primarily carried by the Clone Detector component (module 3). Our approach to shrinkwrapped clone detection leverages the identification of differences between directory trees of candidate original-clone pairs–where each file node is labeled by its name and checksum, and no other information about the file is considered. This approach does not require performing any code analysis other than checksum computation and is consistent with the assumption of non-adversarial settings.

However, we found that while this approach is efficient, it is too time-intensive for live analysis of new package uploads. Thus, we augmented it with a prefiltering step (module 2). This prefilter sits between the package dataset and the clone detector, and quickly weeds out packages unlikely to be shrinkwrapped clones. In the following, we describe each component in detail.

3.3 npm Interface

The frontend of UNWRAPPER interfaces with npm to collect information from every version of every package that is currently available and analyzes new packages in a timely fashion. We accomplished package collection by implementing an npm crawler which downloads and stores each package version locally. This approach allows packages to be accessed rapidly and without burdening the repository with analysis requests. Since changes to packages are necessarily made as new versions, the package database remains accurate for all existing package versions and only needs to be updated with new versions as they are added to the repository. To support updates, we implement an npm listener that triggers whenever a new package – or a new version of an existing package – is added to the repository. New entries are automatically added to the local package database and queued for detection as shrinkwrapped clones. The listener uses the npm webhook system and is automatically notified of updates without the need for polling. Using this system means that new packages and versions are added to the analysis queue in real-time.

3.4 Clone Detector

This component takes in a shrinkwrapped clone package candidate pair, and evaluates their similarity by computing a domain-specific pairwise difference metric which we term
3.4.1 Difference Threshold. We determine an appropriate difference threshold by manually building an initial dataset of clone packages. To do so, we analyze the extent to which repository URLs\(^3\) are duplicated across the 10,000 most popular npm packages. The initial analysis returned thousands of hits; the large majority of such hits are caused by packages which are sub-modules to other packages (e.g. the lodash._getarray package is a sub-module of the lodash package which exports the getArray function from lodash). To filter out these sub-module packages, we removed packages that shared maintainers with the packages that duplicated their repository URLs. Applying this filter left 38 packages, and manual review of these packages empirically showed all of them to contain codebases that were initially copied over from the packages that they cloned and had d-scores is less than a given threshold \(T_D\) across any version of either package. We present the design of our clone detector in Figure 2.

We then examined the distribution of d-scores within the sample of 38 packages (plotted in Figure 3). \textbf{34 out of 38} clones have d-scores at or below 11. Conversely, analysis of a set of package pairs which do not include clones reveal d-scores in the tens or hundreds. The four identified clone packages with d-scores greater than 11 all made substantial changes to the core functionality of the packages that they cloned and had d-scores no less than 17. Thus, to minimize false positives, we empirically choose 11 as the d-score threshold below which two packages are labeled as shrinkwrapped clones.

This d-score threshold is further tightened in cases where packages have very few files as to prevent small packages from being falsely over-reported as shrinkwrapped clones of other small packages. Table 2 depicts our determined d-score threshold as a function of file tree size. These thresholds were selected empirically by measuring the d-scores in cases where small packages were falsely identified as shrinkwrapped clones of other small packages.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Clone File Tree Size} & \textbf{d-score Threshold} \\
\hline
1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 \\
3 & 4 \\
4 & 6 \\
5 & 8 \\
6 & 10 \\
7+ & 11 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{d-score threshold by clone file tree size}
\end{table}

3 npm packages can optionally express a source repository URL, such as a GitHub page, as metadata (we further analyze the effectiveness of source repository URL duplication as a clone detection signal in Section 4.3).

3.5 Clone Prefilter

Our design goal of supporting real-time detection of shrinkwrapped clones requires a scalable analysis that accounts for the size and rapid growth of npm. Handling the scale of npm is a technical challenge in its own right. Our core similarity metric requires a pairwise comparison against each package version, of which there are over 20 million at the time of this writing. In recognition of this scalability challenge, we implement a clone prefilter mechanism which rapidly determines if a package is a candidate for pairwise similarity metric checking.

The first design goal for the prefilter is to speed up matching against the pre-existing package dataset. Furthermore, it should eliminate packages from consideration that are unlikely to be marked as clones during the full clone detection pass.
In service of speeding up matching in the prefilter, we aim to precompute as much information as possible about known packages in the repository. However, given the scale of the npm ecosystem, it is also necessary to ensure that: (i) precomputing the necessary information for the entire set of existing packages does not become a significant bottleneck; and (ii) precomputed information has a memory footprint compatible with off-the-shelf hardware. We present a prefilter design meeting those conditions below; the approach is also depicted in Figure 4.

Like the clone detector, the prefilter uses folder structure similarity to identify potential clones; however, the similarity metric is purely based on file names (i.e. it uses no information concerning file content). Specifically, a package \( P \) is represented as a fingerprint \( F_P \) defined as \( F_P = \{ h(p_1), ..., h(p_n) \} \), where each of \( p_1, ..., p_n \) is a package file path and \( h(p) = sha256(p)_{1,32} \), i.e., the 32-bit prefix of the sha256 hash of the path\(^4\). Computing fingerprints for 20M npm packages takes 29.4 hours. The resulting fingerprint set requires 80.2 GB of in-memory storage. Therefore, this design meets our practicality requirements above.

Given a set of package fingerprints, the prefilter determines whether a target package \( C \) is a candidate clone for an existing package \( P \) as follows. First, it computes \(|F_C - F_P|\), i.e., the difference in number of files in each packages. If the result is above a threshold \( T_S \), the candidate is dropped. Second, it computes \(|F_C \cap F_P|/|F_C|\), i.e., the overlap between fingerprints normalized by the number of files in the candidate clone. If the result is below a threshold \( T_O \), the candidate is dropped. Additionally, any packages that share maintainers with package \( C \) are dropped (this is to prevent submodule packages and maintainer-intended duplicate packages from falsely being identified as clones), and further, if package \( C \) contains no source code files, it is excluded from consideration (this is to prevent trivial packages with no code from falsely being identified as clones); otherwise, the candidate is forwarded to the clone detector as depicted in Figure 1. Based on ROC curve analysis, we found that setting \( T_S = 2 \) and \( T_O = 0.8 \) results in a good balance of minimizing false negatives and false positives. In a production deployment, these parameters can be further tuned to satisfy the desired ROC characteristic of the prefilter.

\(^4\)We use this hash function for convenience in our Python prototype: the functioning of the prefilter is largely orthogonal to the choice of function.

The rationale for choosing this particular combination of tests is based on the goal of approximating the \( d \)-score computation, which identifies packages as similar if they have most of their files in common. At the same time, the prefilter ignores file content, resulting in a vastly more efficient computation.

### 4 EVALUATION

To evaluate the practicality and effectiveness of our shrinkwrapped clones detection pipeline, we focus on answering three research questions:

- **RQ1:** Is the pipeline’s performance satisfactory in generating prefilter fingerprints for the entire npm package repository?
- **RQ2:** Does the pipeline offer real-time performance capable of scaling with the growth rate of npm?
- **RQ3:** Is the pipeline effective in discriminating shrinkwrapped clones from novel packages?

In the remainder of this section, we detail our methodology used to answer these research questions, we discuss our results, and we present an analysis of detected clone packages.

#### 4.1 Performance

We measure the minimum, maximum, and average time that our shrinkwrapped clone detector and prefilter require to perform their operations, and we present the measured performance metrics in Table 3. All measurements are collected across 1,000 independent trials on a CentOS Linux 8 server with an Intel Xeon Gold processor operating at 2.1 GHz.

The rest of this subsection discusses the online and offline performance of our shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline as laid out in RQ1 and RQ2.

**Prefilter Fingerprint Generation**: Since shrinkwrapped clone detection relies on information about the file structure of every version of every npm package, our pipeline must be able to retrofit the entire npm package repository with reasonable performance. From analyzing every package publicly available on npm, we find that there exists 20,190,452 unique versions of packages on npm. All of these unique package versions must be added to our prefilter’s fingerprint database in order for
our shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline to function. Table 3.1, row 3 details the time to add a package to the prefilter. Given that our prefilter can add a single package version to its fingerprint database in an average time of 5.24 ms, generating a fingerprint database that contains every unique package version across npm requires 29.39 hours of CPU time. To lessen the required time, this process of adding packages to our prefilter’s fingerprint database can be parallelized across multiple CPU cores to reduce the required time to a mere fraction of 29.39 hours. With parallelization in mind, we believe that this performance in generating prefilter fingerprints for the entire npm package repository is reasonable since retroactively generating the prefilter’s fingerprint database is a process that only needs to be done once.

**Real-time Clone Detection:** Because of npm’s rapid growth in packages per day, real-time shrinkwrapped clone detection requires performance that scales with the growth rate of npm. At the time of writing, npm is growing at a rate of just over 850 new packages per day [15]. In order to keep up with a new package uploaded to npm, our pipeline requires that the new package is added to the prefilter and tested against the prefilter (ref. to Table 3.1), and then any positives reported by the prefilter must be verified with the clone detector. Table 3.2 details the time for the clone detector to determine whether a package is a clone of another. Since a candidate clone is typically matched against multiple potential matches from the prefilter, we report analysis times both for the first test and subsequent ones. Subsequent tests are typically faster as file hashes for the candidate clone need only to be computed once.

Given the performance results listed in Table 3, our shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline can perform its required operations on just a single CPU core within 1/850th of a day as long as the prefilter reports fewer than 122 positives on average. In practice, we find that the majority of packages can be tested against our entire shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline within 72.85 seconds. We note that our shrinkwrapped clone detection process is highly parallelizable and could easily utilize multiple CPU cores if the growth rate of npm or the total positives reported by the prefilter were to increase. As such, we consider the real-time performance of our pipeline to be more than reasonable with respect to the scale and growth rate of npm.

### 4.2 Effectiveness of Clone Detection

We now analyze the effectiveness of our tools in detecting shrinkwrapped clones as described in RQ3.

**Clone Detector:** Due to the inherent lack of ground truth regarding whether a package is a clone of another package, we rely on random sampling and manual vetting to verify the effectiveness of our shrinkwrapped clone detector. Our true positive verification process is as follows: We first collect a random sample of packages that our clone detector positively identifies as (non-identical) clones of another package. Then, both packages in the identified original-clone relationship are manually examined in terms of their file tree structures and file contents. Lastly, we mark identified clone packages as false positives if their clone relationship cannot clearly be identified from their package files. In a random sample of one hundred packages that our detector reports as clones, we find a total of 94 true positives and 6 false positives.

We find that the false positives reported by our clone detector share a set of common properties that increase the difficulty of clone detection. They are all small packages with limited functionality; they contain very few files, and they have short and nondescriptive names—such as copy, merge, and capitalize. As such, these packages are similar to other small packages that provide independent implementations of similar functionality, and our clone detector can misreport them as clones. Despite the existence of these few false positives, we believe that our clone detector’s precision of 94% is satisfactory in accurately detecting shrinkwrapped clones.

**Prefilter:** We utilize clone packages identified by our detector as the basis for ground truth in evaluating the effectiveness of our prefilter. We randomly sample 1,000 identified clone packages, test them against our prefilter, and then record the total number and kind of positives reported by the prefilter. From this experiment, we find that the recall of our prefilter (i.e., the percentage of correctly identified known clone relationships) is 95.3%. We present the cumulative distribution function of observed false positives identified by our prefilter in Figure 5. From this distribution, we find that the median number of false positives reported by our prefilter is 8, although there exists a small portion of input packages that generate false positive quantities in the thousands. This is consistent with the prefilter design goal of maximizing recall at the cost of precision. Given that the prefilter is merely the first step in our shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline which involves verifying positives using our clone detector, we believe that the quality and quantity of reported positives is quite reasonable, especially with the parallelizable performance of our clone detector.
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Figure 6: Distribution of total weekly downloads over all identified clone packages. The 6.7% of clone packages right of the red line have more than 350 weekly downloads and are likely installed by real users.

4.3 Analysis of Clone Packages

Lastly, we analyze packages that our pipeline identifies as clones in order to quantify and categorize the posture of shrinkwrapped clones across the npm package ecosystem.

Quantifying Total Clones Across the npm Registry: To quantify how many clones potentially exist within the entire npm package registry, we collect a random sample of 6,000 npm packages and test our shrinkwrapped clone detection pipeline against those packages to estimate an upper bound of how many clones exist in the entirety of the npm package registry. Out of the 6,000 randomly sampled packages, our detection pipeline identifies 626, or roughly 10.4% of analyzed packages, to be clones of another npm package. By extrapolating this ratio to the entire npm package ecosystem (1,716,061 packages), we estimate that as many as 178,470 npm packages could be shrinkwrapped clones of other packages or be cloned by other packages. This sheer quantity of packages amplifies the impact and dangers imposed by the existence of shrinkwrapped clones.

We further analyze the 626 packages positively identified as shrinkwrapped clones by our detection pipeline to quantify the extent to which name-similar clones likely exist within the npm package ecosystem. Clones that are similar in name to the packages that they clone pose a more serious threat to the health of npm given that they lead to much greater confusability in package provenance. We find that 175 out of the 626 identified shrinkwrapped clones, or approximately 28%, have package names such that the cloned package’s name is a substring of the clone package’s name. While there certainly exists shrinkwrapped clones with dissimilar names, we believe that focusing our analysis on the clones with the most potential to cause harm is the right direction for this work.

Identical Clones and Close Clones: In this analysis, we distinguish between two distinct subsets of clones that our pipeline detects: identical clones and close clones. Identical clones are identical in contents—character by character—to a specific version of another package (although they may differ in metadata). In contrast, close clones make some sort of modification or extension to the packages that they clone. From analyzing similarly named packages across the entire npm package registry, our shrinkwrapped clones detection pipeline identifies 348 identical clones and 5,944 close clones that are publicly available on npm.

Clone Popularity: The relative popularity of packages can be inferred from npm since the registry publicly provides the weekly download counts of all packages; Figure 6 depicts the distribution of weekly download counts across all identified clone packages. However, weekly download counts do not accurately represent the quantity of real users of a package since npm mirrors and bots routinely download packages for storage and analysis. The npm development team estimates that packages with fewer than fifty downloads per day are likely never installed by a real user [? ]. From this metric of fifty downloads per day, we identify clones that have weekly download counts greater than 350 as likely installed by real users, and clones that have fewer than 350 weekly downloads as low-impact packages that are likely never installed by real users. We find that 21 out of the identified 348 identical clones and 399 out of the identified 5,944 close clones have more than 350 weekly downloads (ranging from a few hundred to more than ten million) and are very likely to impact real users.

Clone Dependents: Due to package dependencies across npm, it is possible that packages are indirectly installed and utilized as part of other packages. As such, we analyze the extent to which packages across npm depend on identified clone packages to further quantify the use of shrinkwrapped clones. Table 4.1 details npm packages that depend on identified clone packages. We find that a total of 397 packages depend on one or more of the identified 348 identical clones, and a total of 6,496 packages depend on one or more of the identified 5,944 close clones. Upon further examination, we find that 160 out of the 397 identical clone dependents are packages that are additionally developed by the same maintainers as the identical clone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1</th>
<th>Clone Dependents on npm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Type</td>
<td>Identical (348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dependents</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependents by Same Maintainers</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependents by Different Maintainers</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2</th>
<th>Clone Repository URLs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL Type</td>
<td>Identical (348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copied URL</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique URL</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No URL</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Statistics categorizing identical clones and close clones
We find that 209 out of the identified 348 identical clones and 2,744 out of the identified 5,944 close clones have never received a single package update. This lack of maintenance poses a serious threat to the health of the npm registry.

**Clone Maintenance:** Packages that are rarely or never maintained pose issues of health to the npm package ecosystem because it is less likely that their bugs and security vulnerabilities are ever addressed. We examine the update history of clone packages to determine if these packages are well-maintained or published yet forgotten. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of total package updates across all identified clone packages. We find that 209 out of the identified 348 identical clones and 2,744 out of the identified 5,944 close clones have never received a single package update. This lack of maintenance poses a serious threat to the health of the npm registry.

**Latent Vulnerabilities in Clones:** The greatest danger that shrinkwrapped clones pose is that they can contain old vulnerabilities with known exploits that used to be present in the packages that they clone. We analyze the extent to which clones contain latent vulnerabilities by scanning the npm advisory database for vulnerabilities in the clone’s dependencies, in the relevant version of the cloned package, and in the clone itself. We find that 62 out of the identified 348 identical clones and 2,304 out of the identified 5,944 close clones contain vulnerabilities that are not present in the most up-to-date version of the cloned package. Most of the identified vulnerabilities are located in outdated versions of clone dependencies, and these kinds of vulnerabilities could be resolved if a user executes an npm audit to fix known vulnerabilities within their installed packages. However, vulnerabilities that exist directly in the code of a cloned package version will also exist in the code of the corresponding clone, and even an npm audit cannot detect these vulnerabilities since the npm frontend lacks awareness of clone relationships. We find that 17 out of the 62 more vulnerable identical clones and 190 out of the 2,304 more vulnerable close clones potentially contain these kinds of latent vulnerabilities that are undetectable by standard auditing procedure.

Because it is possible that a close clone package maintainer could independently discover and fix a vulnerability copied over from a cloned package, we randomly sample 20 of the 190 close clones containing potentially unreported vulnerabilities, and we manually verify whether the vulnerability found in the cloned package is still present in the clone package. We find that in 18 cases, the vulnerability is present in the clone and undetected by an npm audit, and we find that in 2 cases, the package identified as a clone was falsely identified as a clone. Hence, these previously undetected vulnerabilities are quite prevalent, and even a security-conscious npm user cannot fix them with the auditing tools provided by npm.

We also examine the intersection between clone package popularity and clone package vulnerabilities to determine whether real users are likely impacted by these vulnerabilities. These intersecting subsets of identified clones are described in Table 5. We find that 4 out of the 21 identical clones with more than 350 weekly downloads and 148 out of the 399 close clones with more than 350 weekly downloads contain latent vulnerabilities not present in the most up-to-date version of the cloned package. We further discovered that 8 of the 148 vulnerable close clones likely downloaded by real users also contain vulnerabilities that are not detected by an npm audit, and one of these 8 clones, `@evocateur/npm-registry-fetch`, has more than one million weekly downloads. As such, we conclude that clone vulnerabilities pose an imminent threat to the npm package ecosystem because they are exposing real

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clone Type</th>
<th>Clone Vulnerability &amp; Popularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likely Downloaded</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Vulnerable</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely Downloaded AND More Vulnerable</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Vulnerable AND Vulnerabilities Undetected by Audit</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely Downloaded AND More Vulnerable AND Vulnerabilities Undetected by Audit</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Measured popularity and vulnerability statistics of identical clones and close clones
users to known exploits of old vulnerabilities and are evading reasonable detection by security-conscious users.

**Clone Repositories:** In npm, package metadata often contains a repository URL pointing to where the package code resides, typically in the form of a GitHub URL. We analyze whether identified clones copy the repository URL of the package that they clone to determine if repository URLs could serve as a sufficient signal in detecting shrinkwrapped clones. The breakdown of repository URLs across identified clone packages is detailed in Table 4.2. Because identical clones can define their own distinct metadata, we find that out of the identified 348 identical clones, 210 copy the repository URL of the cloned package, 121 have a unique repository URL, and 17 do not provide a repository URL. Out of the 5,944 identified close clones, we find that 3,153 copy the repository URL of the cloned package, 2,602 have a unique repository URL, and 189 do not provide a repository URL. We compare these URL ratios to the npm registry as a whole, where 65% of packages provide a repository URL and 35% of packages do not. Hence, package repository URLs can provide some good insight into validating package clone relationships, but they are not sufficient as a clone detection signal.

## 5 DISCUSSION

### 5.1 Disadvantages and Benefits of Clones

The existence of identical clones offers no benefit to the npm ecosystem since npm already allows shrinkwrapping dependencies, where specific versions of packages can be specified as dependencies. Identical clones simply introduce more potentially vulnerable and less-documented packages to npm, and in particular, identical clones offer no functional benefit over using a shrinkwrapped version of the cloned package.

The existence of close clones offers some benefit to developers requiring modified packages, but npm lacks direct support for this, such as through forking packages. This leads to clones on npm being poorly documented, prone to latent vulnerabilities, and lacking maintenance.

In both cases, having a technique which can identify clones can offer benefits. Creators of identical clones can be redirected to use the npm shrinkwrap feature instead. Clones with functional differences can be explicitly linked to their original packages so that an auditing team discovering a vulnerability in one package can check whether the same exists in the other.

### 5.2 Future Work

While this work focuses on the detection and classification of shrinkwrapped clones, we identify several directions for future work, most notably in mitigating the dangers that shrinkwrapped clones pose.

**Registry Integration of Forking.** We note that registry support for forking packages and tracking fork relationships would help to mitigate many of the ecosystem health concerns introduced by shrinkwrapped clones. With explicitly labeled fork relationships, package confusability would be reduced, the update history and authorship of fork packages would be transparent, and vulnerabilities discovered in forklke packages would also be detectable in fork packages.

Forking integration could be implemented directly into npm with the assistance of registry maintainers, or it could be implemented independently in a mirror of the npm registry. The greatest challenge posed in accomplishing this integration is in manually retrofitting existing clone packages as official forks. We believe that our clone detection pipeline, UNWRAPPER, would aid greatly in this process, although it is still a challenging problem of scale to tackle given the total size of the npm package registry.

**Clone Update Patching.** We consider the implementation of patching tools capable of applying security critical updates to clone packages to be another worthwhile direction for future work. With knowledge of clone relationships and critical updates to cloned packages, code patches for old vulnerabilities and bugs are identifiable. These patches can then be applied to clone packages, thus resolving critical issues that have previously been fixed in their corresponding cloned packages.

The greatest challenge posed by this approach is that programmatically altering code, especially in highly dynamic programming languages such as JavaScript, is notoriously difficult. Although many patches applied to packages are very straightforward in nature, a patching tool will likely encounter many patches that are difficult or impossible to programatically resolve. As such, we leave navigating this challenge as an avenue for future work.

## 6 RELATED WORK

**Detection of Code Clones:** There is a significant body of work on the detection of code clones, i.e., instances where a software is duplicated without maintaining clear attribution of the original source code. Early efforts were based on extraction of lexical features as fingerprints. Moss [37], by Schleimer et al., is based on a winnowing algorithm to select small sections of source code, which are then used as fingerprints. Many similar approaches utilize n-grams to extract fingerprints. Smith and Horowitz [38] propose a clone detection algorithm based on the identification of least-frequent n-grams. Kim et al. [25] use similarities in locality-disjoint n-grams for clone detection. Ishio et al. [21] propose a clone detection approach based on identification of minimum-valued sets of n-gram hashes. NII [29], by Nakagawa et al., utilizes the longest common subsequence of n-grams to detect clones with extensive modifications.

Deckard [22], by Jiang et al., uses a novel AST clustering algorithm for identification of similar code. CLEVER [30], by Nayrolles and Hamou-Lhadj, detects clones based on similarities within code blocks modified by commits in version control systems. For a review of other similar works, we refer the reader to Merlo et al. [9]. More recent work investigates the application of modern machine learning techniques to the problem [42, 45].

Many of the above techniques focus on clones that insert and delete statements of code, yet within the domain of npm we observe significant clones that exhibit complex syntactic modifications that lie outside the models of existing clone
detectors. In our work, we eschew code-based features for metadata analysis due to these domain-specific challenges and performance requirements in order to operate at scale. Efficiently and effectively integrating the techniques above for clone detection is an interesting direction for future work.

Provenance Inference: Our work specifically attempts to address which package has been cloned, as opposed to simply classifying a package as a clone. In this regard, our work has some similarities to previous works that attempt to infer the provenance of code. A related problem in provenance inference is that of authorship attribution [23]: mapping a software sample, either in binary [7, 12] or source code [10], to the developer who created it. Our work explicitly considers the effect of similarity on the security and stability of the language-based ecosystem in which the clone appears. Furthermore, authorship information alone is not sufficient to detect clones, since an author may create numerous legitimate packages, and many packages are the result of many distinct contributors.

Characterization of Package Repositories: Previous research has investigated the structure and evolution of various package repositories [19, 36, 43]. However, these works do not specifically analyze or discuss their security. Unlike these past works, our work seeks to characterize and address a specific security-relevant phenomenon present in the npm package repository (which we believe generalizes to other repositories as well).

Security and Stability of Package Repositories: A number of previously published works have investigated the effect of dependencies on the security and stability of software stored in package repositories, chiefly npm [6, 14, 16, 20, 26, 34, 41, 46]. Other package managers have also been an object of study [8, 13, 28]. More generally, poorly vetted dependencies represent an example of supply-chain security issue, a topic that has been discussed extensively [11, 27, 35, 40, 44] and has recently received renewed attention [1]. Finally, some recently proposed techniques aim at directly identifying malicious packages via code and/or metadata analysis [17, 18, 39]. Rather than analyzing existing dependencies and vulnerabilities, our work focuses on identifying hidden relationships—and thus potential security issues—between packages. To our knowledge, our work is the first to identify the shrunkwrapped clone phenomenon as a cause of security and stability issues.

7 CONCLUSION

The hygiene of package repositories is an important concern for the usability of language ecosystems. Programmers rely on the ecosystem to discern which packages are appropriate for their requirements, to deliver patches to package code, and to communicate vulnerabilities or bugs. Package maintainers rely on the ecosystem to credit their contributions appropriately. Maintaining package provenance is key to these capabilities.

In this work, we describe a phenomenon that we call shrunkwrapped clones. This phenomenon threatens the hygiene of the repository by obscuring the provenance of individual packages, weakening the security and usability of the entire language ecosystem. We analyze npm, and show that shrunkwrapped clones are observable. We show the harms of shrunkwrapped clones by reporting on instances that we found of clone packages that present older, vulnerable versions of other packages. Furthermore, we discover cases in which obscuring the provenance of these packages limits the reporting of security flaws and the deployment of patches in practice.

To address these issues, we have developed an analysis that is capable of detecting shrunkwrapped clones and restoring the provenance of a package. We implemented our analysis in a prototype tool we call unwrapper, which is capable of operating efficiently, in real-time at the scale of the entire npm repository. Tools such as unwrapper are a step towards mitigating the threat of shrunkwrapped clones and improving the hygiene of language ecosystems.
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